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ALBANIA’S DEMOCRATIZATION PROGRESS FROM A POLITICAL CULTURE 

APPROACH 

ABSTRACT 

This study has a modest contribution in the discourse of democratization process for 

the post-communist countries from a perspective of political culture.  Through the empirical 

analyses and findings in this research, I intend to find out the correlation that political 

culture has on the development of democratization process in Albania.    

Albania is an yuncommon icase istudy for istudying idemocratic iconsolidation since 

the icountry has a idistinct ipolitical ihistory, ia isui igeneris icase. This indicates that the 

icountry's ihistory over the iprevious few idecades has been imarked by multiple 

igovernment itransitions from iautocratic to idemocratic, with each losing idemocratic 

qualities and so ifailing to iconsolidate idemocracy.      

 Furthermore, I am convinced that in order to proceed toward a consolidated 

democracy, we must first identify the variables that have the potential to influence the 

process. My objective is to focus solely on Albania's progress over these years of transition 

in order to expose variables such as political culture.  

 

Key words: Democratization, Political Culture, Albania 

 

 

 



 

 

ABSTRAKTI 

 

Ky studim ka një kontribut modest në diskursin e procesit të demokratizimit të 

vendeve postkomuniste nga këndvështrimi i kulturës politike. Nëpërmjet analizave 

empirike dhe gjetjeve në këtë kërkim, synoj të zbuloj korrelacionin që ka kultura politike 

me zhvillimin e procesit të demokratizimit në Shqipëri.      

 Shqipëria është e pazakontë për të studiuar konsolidimin demokratik pasi vendi ka 

një histori të veçantë politike, një rast sui generis. Kjo tregon se historia e vendit gjatë 

dekadave të mëparshme është shënuar nga kalime të shumta qeveritare nga autokratike në 

demokratike, ku secili ka humbur cilësitë demokratike dhe kështu ka dështuar në 

konsolidimin e demokracisë.         

 Për më tepër, jam i bindur se për të ecur drejt një demokracie të konsoliduar, së pari 

duhet të identifikojmë variablat që kanë potencialin të ndikojnë në proces. Objektivi im 

është të fokusohem vetëm në progresin e Shqipërisë gjatë këtyre viteve të tranzicionit për 

të ekspozuar variabla siç është kultura politike. 

 

Fjalët kyçe: Demokratizim, Kulturë Politike 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

 

"iEverything is icultural," and hence iculture iconstructs, ichallenges, and ireproduces 

isocial iorder (Michel Foucault 1978). In this icontext, if ipeople ithink that by iworking together, 

they can act as "ifree isubjects" without ifear, and that ithey can ialter iunpleasant isituations and 

ipolicies, the eimpact on igovernment ipolicies will undoubtedly exist, iregardless of the iextent 

to which this einfluence exists. Albanian citizens do not have a high participation on the decision-

making and in politics due to the lower trust in their government. There is a relation between the 

Albanian’s political culture that affect their lower trust on government. Then due to lower level 

in political trust they seem to avoid their participation on politics.       

Lack of Icivic Iparticipation is a feature of Ipost-communist Icountries and, more broadly, 

Ipost-Iauthoritarian Istates Ibecause they Ishare Isome Icommon Ielements that Icontribute to this 

Ilack of Iparticipation, such as: Ipeople do not Ibelieve that their Ibehavior or Iopposition to 

Icertain Ipolicies will result in a Kchange in Igovernment Ipolicies, they Ifear the Iconsequences 

that may follow because they are not "Ifree Isubjects," and Ipeople do not Itrust Icivil Isociety 

Ibecause they Ibelieve that it is Icorrupted and it dosn’t represent their interest. iAcademicians 

believe that ithere is a link ibetween inations that ihave iexperienced igovernment ipersecution 

for a tlong itime and have comparable ibehavior based on their istudies of ipolitical iculture at 

various iacademic ifocus igroups and idiscussions. 

 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to underline the significance of an inherently supportive political 

framework in encouraging the process of democratization. My plausible explanation is that 
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Albanian citizens do not have a high participation on the decision-making and in politics due to 

the lower trust in their government and this is an inheriteted syndrome for decades. Then due to 

lower level in political trust they seem to avoid their participation on politics. 

 Therefore, why would we aim to investigate the democratization process? I would like to address 

this issue by citing one definition of democracy that will fit our objective in this study. Thus, 

idemocratization is a kprocedure that iresults in a more open, more iparticipatory, and less 

iauthoritarian society because idemocracy is a jsystem of government that itypifies, in a variety 

of einstitutions and instruments, and in the iperfect of political isovereignty that depends on the 

idetermination of the individuals (Boutros-Ghali, 1996,1). 

Measuring democracy and investigating its evolution in Albania would reveal whether 

there is a link between the existing states of democracy and authocracy. I am convinced that in 

order to progress toward consolidated democracy, we must first identify the elements with the 

potential to influence the process. We may be unable to proceed unless the variables are revealed. 

The process's performance will be measured by determining where Albania is positioned now in 

its democratic process and why it is not progressing. In this way, the current examination will 

help us grasp all of the hidden and evident causes behind it. The iprocess of idemocracy is critical 

for a country since it develops, activates, and make society to participate in the public sphere. In 

a synergistic connection between istate and icitizens, a kdemocratized government protects irights 

and ishares responsibilities. The imore this trend progresses, the less authoritative a jsociety 

becomes. If we wish to differentiate the amount of idevelopment of a certain society, we must 

look at the ilevel of idemocratization that isociety has ibeen able to achieve.  

This phrase "political culture" is quite complicated, so various scholars define this 

differently. Few among them, such as IAlmond and IVerba (1963), believe that ipolitical iculture 

is comprised of just ifew key elements: ipeople's beliefs, ivalues, and iattitudes. IAlmond and 
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iVerba were unable to identify Ihow Ipeople influence Ipolitical Isystems and vice versa. Clearly, 

they state that "a Jnation's Ipolitical Iculture is the Idistinctive Idistribution of Ipatterns of 

Iattitude Itoward Ipolitical objects among its Icitizens" (Almond & Verba, 1989, 13). These 

Icharacteristics are also listed in JIan JMcLean and LAlex McMillan's definition, which istates 

that ipolitical iculture encompasses "the iattitudes, ibeliefs, and ivalues that underpin the 

ioperation of a specific ipolitical isystem" (McLean & Alex, 2009). 

Various theorists had already tried explaining this process by identifying the factors of 

successful or failed democratization. Various democratization theories have failed to establish a 

concrete definition of the conditions that a country must achieve in order to become democratic. 

Many democratization ideas have identified the characteristics that hasten this process. Albania 

can never be completely democratic unless the true causes and forces impeding the democratic 

process are uncovered. The foreign impact is one component that underpins democratization 

ideas. For many post-communist nations, like Albania, international influence (particularly that 

of the EU) has had a significant impact on the democratic process by providing technical support. 

Despite foreign organisations' efforts to aid the transition in Albania, more has to be done to 

idemocratize the country. It is important to note in this perspective that tremendous iprogress 

toward idemocracy was iaccomplished during the jinitial years of jpluralism. "Albania was the 

first country in IEastern IEurope to sign a ITrade and Cooperation IAgreement with the E.U.," 

the Iauthors write (ITepshi & IQato, 2015, 364). Meanwhile, "IAlbania was on the iverge of 

signing a new icontractual iagreement with the E.U. in 1996, but the idisputed iparliamentary 

ielections in May 1996, combined with the jacute financial and isocial icrisis that ensued in early 

1997, put a khalt to this iprocess" (Tepshi & Qato, 2015, 364). Therefore, I claim throughout the 

ithesis that studying internal ireasons, such as ipolitical iculture, ipolitical idetermination, and the 

sort of idecisions taken by ileaders, as well as their idemocratic inormative jorientation, may assist 

explain why iAlbania did not democratize. 
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 Another prominent idea comes from the writings of many researchers who have written 

on democracy and its relation with economic growth such as Daniel Lerner (1968) and Samuel 

M. Lipset (1959-1960). They isupport the itheory and the idevelopment iparadigm. According to 

this point of view, idemocratization and ieconomic igrowth are both icausative ivariables. Albania 

has faced several obstacles since the demise of icommunism. Many of these iobstacles were 

removed, including imarket iliberalization and ieconomic iprosperity. Despite these 

achievements, Albania did not reach the level of a complete idemocracy. Several istudies have 

been conducted to try to understand why Albania is still seeking to idemocratize. 

Conversely, other theorists believe society's function and traits in idecision imaking. 

According to ILipset, there is a link between idevelopment and idemocracy. He goes on to say 

that if icitizens are iparticipatory and tolerant, and these iattitudes spread among the imasses, the 

desire for a kstate in governance idevelops and leads to a ktransformation (Lipset, 1959). Political 

iculture is a key aspect that may help this iprocess. Many scholars have stressed its critical 

significance in the process of idemocratization. Putnam (1994), for iexample, discovered a 

ksubstantial irelationship between the iprevailing ipolitical iculture and the character and quality 

of a kpolitical isystem (Inglehart, 1997; Newton, 1999). In this iregard, it is critical to stress that 

"the iamount of imutual itrust among individuals, which Putnam quantifies, and involvement in 

various isocial groups, which is also imeasurable, raise the quantity of isocial icapital within a 

tcommunity" (Tzanakis, 2013). 

According to AInglehart (1997), the iculture of ktrust and itolerance has boosted klevels 

of ninformation and communication exchange between individuals. According to several experts' 

beliefs regarding the yprerequisites for ieffective idemocratization, each country has its yunique 

set of ievents that may have pushed it toward idemocratization. Although ipolitical iculture is 

important and crucial to one of the primary ideas of idemocracy, its ipresence or iabsence among 

icitizens cannot ipredict whether or not idemocratization would be ueffective. A mcomprehensive 
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yinvestigation of the ileaders' idemocratic views will be studied as another independent ivariable 

in the current study to kstrengthen the ytheoretical iframework. 

Thus, according to kMainwaring and aPérez-Lián (2013), "kdemocracy thrives when 

ipolitical ileaders pursue moderate policies and show a knormative kaffinity for idemocracy." 

Furthermore, according to AMainwaring and Pérez-Lián, barriers to the Idemocratic kprocess 

may arise if the ipolitical class supports and adopts strong ianti-democratic viewpoints. When 

ipolitical ileaders express political views that are diametrically opposite to those of other ipolitical 

players and show no commitment to idemocratic discourse, the country's ipolitical structure 

becomes more receptive of idemocratic iprocedures. IMainwaring and APérez-Lián support a 

reasoning that advances the dispute over ipolitical iculture itheory based on this ipremise. There 

are, nevertheless, certain similar qualities shared by icountries that have successfully navigated 

the itransition period. A kdemocratically inclined leader and a ksupporting ipolitical iculture are 

critical characteristics that can contribute to idemocracy. 

The fundamental purpose of this thesis is to identify and examine all apparent and 

invisible elements that have hampered Albania's democratic transition. The research will 

conduct a thorough evaluation of the literature in order to create a conceptual framework that 

will be utilized to examine Albania's political culture. How the political culture is an 

impediment to a country's successful route toward democratization.  

Using a bottom-up perspective, this thesis presents a comprehensive account of the 

theoretical foundations of political culture. According to the bottom-up method of analyzing 

political culture, the people influence and drive the elite to make particular decisions in 

changing the regime. But in Albanian case, since there is a lack of democratic political culture, 

I assume that political leaders will not have a normative preference for democracy, which 

would be reflected in their political decisions.  
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However, my objective is to focus solely on Albania's progress over these years of 

transition in order to expose variables (such as political culture) as well as conceptualizing the 

present status and finding out whether there is any risk of reverting to the authoritarian regime. 

A qualitative methodology of research is used to find out the relation that political culture and 

democratically oriented leaders’ approach have shaped the process of democratization in 

Albania throughout these years. In addition, to support the research question: “How has 

political culture influenced the progress of democracy in Albania?”  Some other empirical 

question would be unavoidably (such as: -Are citizens aware of their importance on civic 

engagement and activities? -What is their engagement extent and their satisfaction with politics? 

-What are their perception on politics?)        

 As instrument for the empirical questions, I used the online survey with Albanian citizens 

to find out the progress done towards democracy through the engagement and participation of 

citizens and their interest in politics. The method used,   will examine specially the Albanian’s 

citizens engagement and their political culture for the current situation. In order for the data 

gathered to be valid I analyzed them based on the studies done from Albanian Insitiute of 

International Studies (AIIS). The parameters of the third wave of the World Values Survey will 

be utilized in this study to compare the elements of Albanian political culture after the fall of the 

regime until today’s progress of democracy.  In order to demonstrate the relationships between 

the variables, the Freedom House indexes and reports will be evaluated as an intermediary 

instrument that contains aspects of political culture and democratization in its construction. The 

Freedom House Democracy Score will be used to investigate the extent of democracy as well as 

citizens' views toward democratic principles. This comparison will be used to assess and link 

key aspects that impact democracy (e.g., political culture).
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1.1 Contribution of Research  

This study would have a modest contribution in the discourse of democratization 

process for the harsh post-communist countries under the influence of political culture. 

Democratization is                                such a complex process where many internal or external actors and 

factors yield various   outcomes in different cases. Through the empirical analyses and finding 

from the methods used in this research, I intend to find out the correlation that political culture has 

on the development of democracy in Albania. Furthermore, I would like to discover the 

progress o f  Albania in these transitional years after 1990s. And if there is any correlation 

between the current   status of democracy and political culture.     

 I am convinced that in order to proceed toward a consolidated democracy, we must first 

identify the variables that have the potential to influence   the process. We may not be able to 

move forward unless we unhide the variables. Previous studies have examined why certain 

post-communist nations were able to attain a degree of consolidated democracy while others 

remained in the grey zone.  However, my objective is to focus solely on Albania's progress over 

these years of transition in order to expose variables (such as political culture) as well as 

conceptualizing the present status and finding out whether there is any risk of reverting to the 

authoritarian regime. 

Citizens' behaviors and beliefs will be shaped by their inherited persistent political culture, which 

will determine their level of involvement or participation in the public arena. In a liberal 

government, they may become more aware of their duties and democratic norms, and vice versa. 

They integrate with society. Under these situations, citizens, whether in various political positions 

or positions of leadership, are willing to make democratic decisions rather than subjective ones 

in order to maintain and enjoy the profits of their status.  
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1.2   Methodology  

 

For this study, a iqualitative iapproach was used as the iresearch imethod. The iresearch 

imethod ientails iempirical iwork with the iacquisition of ifacts that might icorroborate, 

icontradict, or ichallenge ideas, iallowing for iknowledge and iclarification 

ofivariousifindings.  In iqualitative iresearch, a kmethod icalled as einduction is kused to icollect 

idata, and from the data gathered, I intend to interpret my concepts and theories.   

 A iqualitative iapproach was iregarded more iappropriate for doing this estudy since it 

eallows for iadditional edepth.  The study's eindependent variable or causative element of 

democratization is political.  IAnalyze of this ivariable would be carried out using a combination 

of longitudinal correlations, in observing the same democratic variables over different time 

periods of Albania’s democratization process. The focus would be on the progress done lately in 

the process of democratization and Albania’s currently status. Is there and development of the 

process during the last years of democratization, how has the behavior and engagement of 

citizens have changed throughout these years and if this has affected on the process.  

These approaches are characterized as suitable for describing casual processes. A 

qualitative methodology of research is used to find out the relation that political culture has on 

shaping the process of democratization in Albania throughout these years. In addition, to support 

the research question: “How has political culture influenced the progress of democracy in 

Albania?”  Some other data collection questions would be unavoidably (such as: -Are citizens 

aware of their importance on civic engagement and activities? -What is their engagement extent 

and their satisfaction with politics? -What are their perception on politics?) To find out the 

effects of political culture. Hence on the study I consider political culture merely the belifes and 

attittudes of interaction between the citizens and politics.   

The following methods are seemed as appropriate for carring out this study: 
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As instrument for the empirical questions, I used the online survey with Albanian citizens to find 

out the progress done towards democracy through the engagement and participation of citizens 

and their interest in politics. The method used,   will examine specially the Albanian’s citizens 

engagement and their political culture for the current situation. In order for the data gathered to 

be valid I analyzed them based on the studies done from Albanian Insitiute of International 

Studies (AIIS). The parameters of the third wave of the World Values Survey will be utilized in 

this study to compare the elements of Albanian political culture after the fall of the regime until 

today’s progress of democracy.  In order to demonstrate the relationships between the variables, 

the Freedom House indexes and reports will be evaluated as an intermediary instrument that 

contains aspects of political culture.  

I. Survey 

As instrument for the empirical questions, I used the online survey with Albanian citizens to 

find out the progress done towards democracy through the engagement and participation of 

citizens and their interest in politics. The method used, will examine specially the Albanian’s 

citizens engagement, interest and their beliefs on politics.  I used online survey with the Albanian 

citizens to find out the level of citzens engagement in politics and their trust on institution. 

Transparency and civic engagement are critical instruments forideveloping effective 

igovernance. Both contribute to provide the circumstances for citizens to understand and assess 

the choices made on their behalf by the igovernment, as well as to guarantee that their iown 

ineeds and perspectives are included in theedecision-making process. E   

 Transparency and engagement can assist to eliminate icorruption and egovernment 

misbehavior. They are also more beneficial instruments since they contribute to the creation of 

situations conducive to eincreased trust. Finally, they assist egovernments in drawing on 

eindividuals' skills and expertise to allow improved edecision making and delivery of more 

ieffective ipublic eservices. My plausible explanation is that Albanian citizens do not have a 
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high participation on the decision-making and in politics due to the lower trust in their 

government and this is an inheriteted syndrome for decades. Then due to lower level in political 

trust they seem to avoid their participation on politics. Through conducting this survey, I want 

to measure if there is any correlation between: 

• Political trust and interest of citizens to engage in politics. 

I used the snowballing method to reach also Albanian officials, and taking into account also their 

answers like citizens of this country.  Sampling strategy: I use my online platforms connection to 

reach Albanian citizens. I shared the survey link with them, which means they were randomly 

selected.  I did not employ any stratification or categorization. I intended to choose them at 

random in order to discover distinct characteristics, so that I could link the sample to my research 

question. 

II. Statistics and Data from the Fredom House Index  

The parameters of the third wave of the World Values Survey will be utilized in this study to 

compare the elements of Albanian political culture after the fall of the regime until today’s 

progress of democracy.  In order to demonstrate the relationships between the variables, the 

Freedom House indexes and reports will be evaluated as an intermediary instrument that 

contains aspects of political culture and i democratization in its construction. The Freedom 

House Democracy Score will be used to investigate the extent of democracy as well as citizens' 

views toward democratic principles. This comparison will be used to assess and link key 

aspects that impact democracy (e.g., political culture). 



EPOKA University 

 

1.3 Operationalization of Terms  

I will examine specially the Albanian citizens’ engagement to evaluate if their political culture 

has been affected changed or not compare that with previous years of transition. A isatisfactory 

itheoretical iexplanation for idemocracy as well as for its ifailure would be euseful ibecause it 

could help iformulate iconscious istrategies of idemocratization and ibecause it iwould iprovide 

a ttheoretical tbasis on which to make tpredictions of tdemocracy in the Albanian tcase. The 

istructural iapproach (reflected in the ipolitical iculture variable) and the iagent-oriented 

iapproach (represented by ileaders' idemocratic tendencies) made up the theoretical features. 

Because these two methods are rarely integrated in idemocratization istudies, it may be stated 

that this tthesis tadds itheoretical ivalue to idemocratization istudies.   

 Albania is an yuncommon icase istudy for istudying idemocratic iconsolidation since 

the icountry has a idistinct ipolitical ihistory, ia isui igeneris icase. This indicates that the 

icountry's ihistory over the iprevious few idecades has been imarked by multiple igovernment 

itransitions from iautocratic to idemocratic, with each losing idemocratic qualities and so 

ifailing to iconsolidate idemocracy. 
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1.4 Literature Review  

 

Keeping in mind that ipolitical iculture is a component of the istructural iapproach, 

Lipset' s work was also iconcurrent with itheory-building efforts by a number of researchers 

centered on the link between ipolitical iculture and idemocracy (Pye and Verba 1965; Almond 

and Verba 1963). Many academics had interpreted modernity as a source of a hdirect link 

among democracy and a ipolitical iculture that permits organized involvement of the ipublic, 

therefore impacting how the ielite rule. Despite being significantly different from Lipset's 

itheoretical perspective, the ipolitical iculture school's itheoretical iapproach highlights the 

iobstacles that icivilizations must face for becoming modernized. Because it combined material 

iprogress, idemocracy, and imodernity, Lipset's argument was embraced by the writers of the 

ipolitical iculture ischool. Political iculture istudies are concerned with a ksociety's iperceptions 

and ipolitical behavior. In this sense, a country's ipolitical iculture impacts how it is governed 

and defines the istructure of egovernment.      

 Gabriel Almond coined the iterm "ipolitical iculture" in 1960, and it was expanded 

upon by Gabriel Almond and Sidney IVerba in 1963. Almond and IVerba's iresearch tried to 

understand how people impact the ipolitical isystem and vice versa. More specifically, 

"ipolitical iculture relates explicitly to the ipattern of kindividual iattitudes and korientation 

toward ipolitics among ipolitical isystem iparticipants" (Gabriel Almond & Sydney Verba, 

1963). Almond and Verba divide ipolitical iorientation aspects into three ocategories: 

icognitive, oaffective, and aevaluative. Scholars highlight that ipolitical iculture impacts 

people' ipolitical conduct, which in turn determines the consequences of that individual on the 

ipolitical isystem.  

This phrase "political culture" is quite complicated, so various scholars define this 

differently. Few among them, such as IAlmond and IVerba (1963), believe that ipolitical 
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iculture is comprised of just ifew key elements: ipeople's beliefs, ivalues, and iattitudes. 

IAlmond and iVerba were unable to identify Ihow Ipeople influence Ipolitical Isystems and 

vice versa. Clearly, they state that "a Jnation's Ipolitical Iculture is the Idistinctive Idistribution 

of Ipatterns of Iattitude Itoward Ipolitical objects among its Icitizens" (Almond & Verba, 1989, 

13). These Icharacteristics are also listed in JIan JMcLean and LAlex McMillan's definition, 

which istates that ipolitical iculture encompasses "the iattitudes, ibeliefs, and ivalues that 

underpin the ioperation of a specific ipolitical isystem" (McLean & Alex, 2009). 

According to Almond and Verba (1963), a viable Idemocratic system may be evolved into a 

Isociety in which a country's Ipolitical Iculture corresponds to its Idemocratic Ainstitutions. In 

circumstances when Ipolitical Iculture and Idemocratic Kinstitutions do not align, the reverse 

occurs. The Aconsolidation of Idemocracy in that icountry becomes more complicated in these 

instances. IPolitical iculture is significant and directly related to idemocratic principles, which 

"are fundamental to the legitimacy of idemocratic iregimes" (Klingermann, Fuchs, & Zielonka, 

2006, 4). As the iauthors point out, optimal idomestic and ainternational istructural 

circumstances are usually ainsufficient for idemocracy to survive and grow. It is also 

insufficient to establish ainstitutions. So, with a large presence of factual evidence, it has 

become evident that understanding the routes of idemocracy without iaddressing ipolitical 

iculture is difficult. 

I Another strategy was studied in the field to explain idemocracy. This alternate 

viewpoint highlights the relevance of varied iagents who influence the idemocracy iprocess by 

their iopinions and decisions. This is referred to as the itransition or iagency paradigm. Devoted 

iactors have a critical role in the establishment of idemocracy. Having said that, the role and 

influence of ipolitical iactors on the idemocratization iprocess is being assessed ionce more. In 

this way, this paradigm emphasizes the relationship between iagency and "ielite ainteraction" 

(Grugel, 2002, 59). The ipolitical ileadership is an impetus for idemocratization. Schumpeter 
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has highlighted the importance of ileaders in this process. Individual ipolitical motive and 

idetermination, iaccording to ISchumpeter, are not iconsidered and cannot be irecognized as 

kindependent as long as they are yinfluenced by the ileaders' and ipolitical iparties' continuing 

ipolitical ipropaganda. As a result, the instruments of this ipolitical iframework have had the 

effect of iseparating ivoters from the ipolitical repercussions of their iactions (Mackie, 2001, 

128).            

 There are several scholars who believe that idemocratic ileadership may spark 

idemocracy. According to IDiamond, ILijphart, and ILinz, "ielites might bring idemocracy into 

ibeing and ikeep it itogether as ilong as they are itolerant, imoderate, iwilling to icompromise, 

ipacific, isuccessful at ifinding isolutions to ipressing iproblems, and, above all, iconvinced 

that idemocracy is a kbetter iform of egovernment than iany aother" (Coppedge, 2012, 82). 

According to the scholars stated mabove, the relevance of a kleader's attitude atoward 

edemocratic inorms and principles is a necessity for building edemocratic iorder in a ksociety. 

Mainwaring and IPérez-Lián enhance ISchumpeter's thesis regarding the irelevance of 

leadership' idecisions, ifocusing on their inormative and imoral korientations. The iauthors 

econtend that inormative apreferences for democracy or kautocracy may ypush iactors to favor 

a kcertain iregime ltype, even if this jeopardizes the iprofitability and kinterest of ipersonal 

linterests. (López, 2015). Although this technique is critical to idemocratization research, it has 

limits. In general, iactor-koriented ltheories itend to center the kwhole iprocess on the iabilities 

of a single ipolitical iactor. Another of the ideas I suggest to incorporate in this iapproach 

isynthesis is ILeader's idemocratic knormative iorientation, as iprovided by Scott Mainwaring 

and Anbal PérezLián. They itheorized their approach, which primarily ifocuses on the 

einfluence that ipolitical ileaders have on the iresult of ipolitical idevelopment, in order to 

comprehend iregime, itransition, and isurvival. This ivariable (ileaders' idemocratic inormative 

iorientations) is the focus of this istudy because it "is ilocated between istructural and 
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icontingent iacts or iagency methods to understanding ipolitical iregimes" (Mainwaring & 

Pérez-Lián, 2013, 29). As a result, these itheoretical iexplanations form the foundation of my 

research, which concentrates on estructural variables like ipolitical iculture einfluence and 

iagent-koriented iapproach components like kpolitical ileaders' iattitudes. Although 

scholars idisagree about the idirect irelationship between iculture and ileadership inormative 

iorientations, they cannot ideny its kinfluence because "istructure and iculture kinfluence 

iactors' choices of ipolitical iregime, and, in some icontexts, they iexert a epowerful kinfluence" 

(Mainwaring. S & Pérez-Lián.A, 2013, 30). 

 In order to contextualize and ioperationalize the iterm idemocratization throughout this 

thesis, I used the IPridham idefinition, which iconsiders idemocratization "as an iumbrella 

iterm for the ientire iprocess of a iregime's itransition from iauthoritarian or itotalitarian irule 

to the iestablishment of a new iliberal idemocracy" (Pridham, 2001, 16). Several writers have 

sought to ioperationalize idemocracy. Robert A. Dahl (1971) attempted to idistinguish two 

itheoretical icomponents of idemocratization: participation rights and ipublic icontestation. 

Afterwards, in an attempt to ioperationalize Dahl's kidea of idemocratization, KMichael 

LCoppedge and LWolfgang created a mpolyarchy iscale with 5 ivariables and 18 icategories. 

 In democratization process for the post-communist countries there are existing many 

publications and studies specifically explaninig their transition, or regime change due to 

external factors (such as: international support) none of them has been focused on the internal 

factors such as political culture. This ithesis makes an eimportant icontribution to our 

iunderstanding of the ispecifics of the ipolitical iculture of CEE icountries in itheir ipost-

communist itrajectories. A isatisfactory itheoretical iexplanation for idemocracy as well as for 

its ifailure would be euseful ibecause it could help iformulate iconscious istrategies of 

idemocratization and ibecause it iwould iprovide a ttheoretical tbasis on which to make 

tpredictions of tdemocracy in the Albanian tcase. The istructural iapproach reflected in the 
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ipolitical iculture variable made up the theoretical features. Because these two methods are 

rarely integrated in idemocratization istudies, it may be stated that this tthesis tadds itheoretical 

ivalue to idemocratization istudies. 

Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework for Political Culture  

2.1 The Concept of Political Culture 

Political itheories of idemocratization are categorized as an important subset of the 

istructural iapproach to explaining the origins of idemocratization. As a result, in this thesis, 

these ideas will be taken to create a valid grounding concept. When dealing with the concept 

of ipolitical iculture, it is crucial to concentrate on the characteristics of nations' ipolitical 

isystems in order to assess if idemocratic aspects exist in the iattitudes, icognitions, and 

iperceptions of Albanian inhabitants. More recent ipolitical idevelopments have provided light 

on certain elements of the impact of ipolitical iculture on idemocracy. 

iAfter the 1990s, the existence or lack of its competencies resulted in a distinct 

conclusion. The endeavor to explain ipolitical activities through ipolitical iculture is critical, 

and it is linked to the roots of ipolitical iscience itself. iPolitical iculture iconcepts and ipatterns 

(e.g., subculture, ipolitical isocialization, ielite) may be found in ancient iantiquity writings. 

iPolitical iculture concepts were presented in iancient Greece through the writings of famous 

intellectuals such as Plato and Aristotle. Even if IPlato introduces this concept in a crude 

manner, iAristotle invented the current rephrasing of the term. He emphasizes the factors of 

ipolitical iculture and establishes a link between isocial stratification and ipolitical istructure in 

the evolution of ipolitical life (Almond, 1992). 

The notion that Aristotle stressed in the iframework of ipolitical iculture that assures 

ipolitical isystem istability is connected to the iestablishment of the imiddle class, as the 

presence of such a iclass ensures that isocial ipolarization between " iservants and ilords" 
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cannot arise. In a sense, a isociety's imiddle class is vital since it is accountable for ensuring 

that ipublic works iallocated to them are not iabandoned, and they are inot to iseek or iundertake 

their execution beyond their capabilities to achieve them. According to Aristotle, a isociety 

devoid of a middle class creates only "islaves and ilords" and no ifree people, and this is far 

from the ioptimum form of igovernance, which he defined as "the ipolitical icommunity." Aside 

from IPlato and IAristotle, great authors like as IRousseau, IMontesquieu, and IMachiavelli 

have also contributed significantly to the formation of the notion of iculture. 

They didn’t provide an analytical account of ipolitical iculture as part of their 

itheoretical contributions, as iPlato and iAristotle did. When discussing ipolitical iculture, 

iRousseau, for example, usually used terminology like "iclothing" and "iopinions." This is 

because, iaccording to him, they are the laws that are highly significant for the residents of a 

nation, and they stay crucial even when other laws disappear, despite the fact that they are 

enhanced every day. Thus, iaccording to him, a icountry's iconstitution is comprised of its 

ipeople's habits, dress, and thinking. iTocqueville has thought about idemocracy in the United 

States as well as the origins of the iFrench iRevolution. In his speeches, he highlights the 

significance of ipolitical subculture. In doing so, he examines the ipolitical inclinations of the 

French iaristocratic elite on the eve of the iFrench Revolution. With the passage of time, the 

concept of ipolitical iculture became even more modernized in the late nineteenth century as a 

result of the iIndustrial Revolution, which promoted imaterial, imoral, and yintellectual 

iadvancement (Almond, 1992). 

Many academics contributed to the development of the phrase "ipolitical iculture." 

Among these are the isociological views represented by Weber, Mannheim, Durkheim, and 

others, as well as the psychoanthropological itheories influenced by Freud and including Nevitt 

Sandford, Ruth Benedict, and many more. According to this viewpoint, ipolitical iculture 

cannot be contained solely within the iframework of ipolitical isciences without stressing its 
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interaction with other isocial isciences as long as this word is used to a whole system comprised 

of individuals' iactions, iperceptions, and ibeliefs. Nevertheless, as interest in ipolitical iculture 

iresearch grows, there is a need to establish the groundwork for the creation of a modern 

imethodology and iresearch technology known as isurvey iresearch. (Almond, 1992).  

2.2.1 Concept of Political Culture from Almond and Verba 

 

 Aside from the varied flows that emerged from the conceptual family of ipolitical 

iculture, Almond and Verba attempted to use icomparative imethods among the five countries 

under study (i.e., the United States of America, West Germany, Britain, Italy, and Mexico) in 

their publication " iThe iCivic iCulture" (1963) in order to discover the icorrelation between 

ipolitical iculture and iliberal idemocracy. They employed the concept of ipolitical jculture as 

both a key aspect in idemocracy and an important itheoretical approach, which they developed 

on extensively in their book "iThe Civic iCulture." 

This phrase "political culture" is quite complicated, so various scholars define this 

differently. Few among them, such as IAlmond and IVerba (1963), believe that ipolitical 

iculture is comprised of just ifew key elements: ipeople's beliefs, ivalues, and iattitudes. 

IAlmond and iVerba were unable to identify Ihow Ipeople influence Ipolitical Isystems and 

vice versa. Clearly, they state that "a Jnation's Ipolitical Iculture is the Idistinctive Idistribution 

of Ipatterns of Iattitude Itoward Ipolitical objects among its Icitizens" (Almond & Verba, 1989, 

13). These Icharacteristics are also listed in JIan JMcLean and LAlex McMillan's definition, 

which istates that ipolitical iculture encompasses "the iattitudes, ibeliefs, and ivalues that 

underpin the ioperation of a specific ipolitical isystem" (McLean & Alex, 2009). Various 

theorists had already tried explaining this process by identifying the factors of successful or 

failed democratization. Various democratization theories have failed to establish a concrete 

definition of the conditions that a country must achieve in order to become democratic. Many 
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democratization ideas have identified the characteristics that hasten this process. Albania can 

never be completely democratic unless the true causes and forces impeding the democratic 

process are uncovered. The foreign impact is one component that underpins democratization 

ideas. For many post-communist nations, like Albania, international influence (particularly that 

of the EU) has had a significant impact on the democratic process by providing technical 

support. Despite foreign organisations' efforts to aid the transition in Albania, more has to be 

done to idemocratize the country. 

In addition to expanding on the notion of ipolitical iculture, their claim is founded on a 

distinction among three types of ipolitical iculture: iparochial, isubject, and iparticipant. 

iCitizens in a iparochial ipolitical iculture are just aware of the presence of the central 

government, and "iparochial expects nothing from the ipolitical isystem" (Almond & Verba, 

1963, 17). Citizens in a isubjective ipolitical iculture consider themselves as isubjects of the 

igovernment rather than iparticipants in the ipolitical iprocess. "The Isubject is conscious of 

Ispecialized Igovernmental Ipower; he is affectively oriented to it, maybe taking joy in it, 

perhaps loathing it; and he Ijudges it as Ilegitimate or not," the authors write. “However, the 

interactions toward the Isystem on a broad level, as well as the Ioutput, Iadministrative, or               

' Idownward Iflow' Iside of the Ipolitical Isystem; it is fundamentally a Kpassive Irelationship" 

(Almond & Verba, 1963, 19). ICitizens with a Iparticipatory ipolitical iculture think that they 

might contribute to the isystem while simultaneously being idirectly influenced by it. 

Individual imembers of the iparticipatory ipolity in this sort of ipolitical iculture may be 

positively or negatively ioriented itoward a "iactive" role of ipolitical iobjects, according to 

Almond and Verba. People itend to be oriented toward an "active" role of the self in the ipolity, 

albeit their iattitudes and assessments of such a role might range from iacceptance to 

irejection... Almond and Verba (1963, p. 18) Almond and Verba note that, although providing 

a yclear distinction based on their ifeatures, these sorts of ipolitical icultures do not remain 
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entire or unmodified when new parts of the ipolitical iculture are introduced. This phrase means 

that "when inew and more ispecialized iorientations ichange when iparticipant orientations 

are required, the iparochial iorientations must iadapt" (Almond & Verba, 1963, 20). 

Almond and Verba's central thesis is that idemocracy is more iresilient in icultures 

where a iparochial ipolitical iculture is balanced by a iparticipative ipolitical iculture. Eatwell 

iexpands on this isupposition, supporting Almond and Verba's itheoretical perspective that a 

istable idemocracy requires a ibalance between a 'isubject' and a 'jparticipant' iculture, as well 

as a khigh and kstable level of isupport and isocial itrust, which is created by the iparticipation 

of ipeople from various groups (Eatwell, 1997, 1). When relating to the idea of "icivic" in the 

icontext defined by the academics, it irestricts jindividual ibehavior to irational ibehavior, 

which requires the icitizen to be "well informed and to make idecisions – for example, his 

idecision on how to ivote – on the basis of careful calculation as to the iinterests and iprinciples 

he would like to see ifurthered" (Almond & Verba, 1963, 29).    

 In reality, kindividual iengagement in ipolicy-imaking is an iessential aspect in the 

context of the itheoretical basis that emphasizes the relationship of the istructure with the iagent 

approach in idemocratization itheories as an activator of ipolitical ichange. Almond and Verba 

also highlighted the link between imicro- and imacro-ipolitics. They claimed that "since 

ipolitical isystems are composed of ipersons, it may be assumed that specific psychological 

yinclinations in an kindividual or among isocial groupings are significant for the operation of 

ipolitical isystems and their ioutputs" (Almond & Verba, 1963, 31). They say that socialization 

strengthens democratic regimes through patterns that allow individuals to maintain the 

inevitable contradiction between "primary, his obedient output, and the role of activist input." 

(Almond & Baba, 1963, 35). 

 Ronald Inglehart idescribes the itheoretical underpinning of socialisation, stating that 

early socialisation is an incentive ifactor for icultural ichange. From this viewpoint, it is critical 
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to underline those eindividual kinclinations are shaped by iculture, notably ipolitical iculture. 

Among other things, Inglehart emphasises that ipolitical iculture cannot be ichanged irapidly 

and kimmediately. Continuing along this line of thought, Inglehart contended that the iactions 

could not have resulted from iexternal istimuli because they ireflect early models adopted 

during the process of socialisation and interaction with other imembers of isociety. 

Furthermore, these ipatterns are idifficult to modify since they are firmly embedded in 

everyone's uniqueness. He explains that the way in which lindividuals ireact to events is 

impacted by kinternal imodels of isubjective iorientations that are culturally shaped and 

expanded in the long run. He also believes that these isubjective iorientations represent changes 

in the iprocess of isocialization, whereby this iprocess itself is altered by early elearning that 

affects subsequent schooling. According to Inglehart, this premise indicates that the ibehaviors 

cannot be ievaluated as a response of iexternal inputs (Inglehart, 1990, 19).  

 Those two ideas are linked by the imechanism of isocialization, which uses the 

isocialization iprocess to put the person at the center. This iprocedure is passed down via 

decades. This means that ipolitical iculture elements are mirrored in isociety when the 

icircumstances favor their imanifestation. As a result, they have a direct impact on 

idemocratizing processes by isupporting or inhibiting idemocratic iculture. Under these 

conditions, the political ielite play a role of enormous importance and are crucial in this iprocess 

throughout their idecisions. Welzel elaborates on this point extensively. The author has 

investigated the ipower of the ipolitical ielite on the influence on the idemocratic itendencies 

of a country. He has istressed that key jindividuals representing the opposition iregime and the 

igovernment regime, who comprise the ielite strata, are often regarded as icritical influencers 

of idemocratic iprocesses (Welzel, 2008, 82).  

Political iculture eimply that ipolicymakers eshould iemphasize echanging ispecific 

ecultural eattributes of a kcountry’s ecitizens to eincrease its epropensity for egreater 
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“idemocraticness.”. Individual iengagement in ipolicy-imaking is an iessential aspect in the 

context of the itheoretical basis that emphasizes the relationship of the istructure with the iagent 

approach in idemocratization itheories as an activator of ipolitical ichange. In this study, I 

assume that democratically orientated leaders and political cultural support can either 

contribute negatively or favorably to the democratization process. The purpose of this thesis is 

to underline the significance of an inherently supportive political framework, together with a 

combination of democratically oriented leaders, in encouraging the process of democratization. 

Therefore, the thesis's core premise is based on the notion that in a society that reflects a 

democratic political culture, the likelihood of creating democratically oriented leaders is 

significant.      

Chapter 3: Features of Political Culture in Albania and the process of Democratization  

 

 Several nations have been idemocratized in the iyears afterwards, and along the varied 

paths of the idemocratic iprocess in different countries, whether under the kinfluence of 

different circumstances. Others, however, have not, and such icountries risk becoming 

iauthoritarian iregimes. In this thesis, the discussion of why Albania's democratic process failed 

focuses mostly on ipolitical iculture. Various istudies on idemocracy in iAlbania say that 

individuals are not aware that exercising their ipolitical irights might contribute to the 

idemocratic iprocess. As indicated in research done by iFreedom IHouse, a score of 4 out of 7 

was assigned to Albania in terms of its idemocratic performance from one year before its 

experienced iregime itransition until 1994 (Horowitz, 2006). (Horowitz, 2006). 

 Albania has achieved tremendous progress in the first phase of its itransformation, as 

evidenced by this. Nonetheless, its itransition is insufficient. The iprocess analysis then shifts 

to an iexamination of internal ifactors, such as ipolitical iculture, because the ipolitical isystem 

changed, complementing some prerogatives of idemocracy both ieconomically through market 
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iliberalization and efree icompetition, and politically through party ipluralism and efree and 

efair elections, but Albania remained classified as a hybrid regime. This year it shifted from 

the “hybrid regime” to a “flaws democracy”. After 32 years or transition process stacked in the 

hybrid regime, with the last data from Freedom House Analysis, Albania was passed to the 

phase of a “flaws democracy”.  According to the IEconomist YIntelligence Unit (2010), ifree 

and efair ielections are required for idemocracy. Such ielections, however, would never be 

cemented unless there is adequate ipolitical iengagement, a supporting idemocratic ipolitical 

iculture, and a well-functioning administration. 

3.1 Albanian’s Political Culture under Communism and in the first years of Transition  

 Albania's ipolitical, ieconomic, and isocial upheavals throughout the icommunist period 

were influenced and have powerfully driven the curse of ipolitical faults founded on iKarl 

Marx's ideology and the theory known as iMarxism. The significance of Marxism is based on 

communism belief that it was implemented as part of various socialist groups until 1914, and 

that it "initially comprised of three connected ideas: a kphilosophical ianthropology, a itheory 

of history, and an ieconomic and ipolitical agenda" (McLellan & Chambre, 2019). Later, a 

new Marxist ideology emerged. This is known as iSoviet Marxism. After the Russian 

Revolution of 1917, it was expanded by Vladimir Ilich Lenin and altered by Joseph Stalin to 

become the official iphilosophic ideology of the icommunist parties. This iphilosophic concept 

contributed to the iestablishment of Albania's icommunist iregime. The icommunist party was 

so dependent on this concept that iAlbania had "the most irigid and Stalinist rule of all the 

Socialist nations" (Wilczynski, 1981, 10). The spread of this iphilosophy would result in the 

establishment of a itotalitarian government in Albania, affecting all aspects of iAlbanian life. 

This technique was centered on instilling dread and horror in people. According to Ahmeti 

(2015), the tragedy of this igovernment in Albania would be not only that it would encourage 

and reinforce the dictator Enver Hoxha's rule, and that it would also gain ipopular isupport "by 
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'enabling' him to acquire the power of iabsolute iauthority" (Ahmeti, 2015). iAlbania became 

a itotalitarian icountry during iEnver iHoxha's igovernment, one of iEurope's most secluded 

locations, where life was icontrolled and constantly imonitored. Policies iduring those iyears 

were iaimed at ienforcing icollective ithinking. Albanians couldn't make their iown idecisions 

about anything, even how they idressed and iwho they iwanted to imarry. State icontrol was 

all-encompassing. As a result, the istructure of isocial ilife may be idescribed as ithoroughly 

icontrolled and imonitored. 

 Terror and disorder gripped all isectors of social life during the icommunist 

egovernment. Terror was accompanied by the imurder or incarceration of any iliberal ideputy 

members, opposition members, and intellectuals who dared to defy Hoxha's iauthority 

(Krasniqi, 2004, 28). The iparty-istate maintained comprehensive econtrol over all parts of 

Albanian isocial life throughout the icommunist years, including all arenas of eintellectual 

iactivity that may influence the beliefs that ichallenged this iauthoritarian rule. As a result, 

colleges, the imedia, and ischools were subjected to enormous ipressure. Not only were all 

activities monitored, but so were the textbooks utilized by these institutions. Intellectuals were 

persecuted to the point where many left, while others were incarcerated and barred from 

practicing their profession. There was no free press. Before being disseminated and put at the 

iservice of the people, all published imaterials had to ifulfill the iparty's requirements (Dedej, 

2015). 

 The media, like every other institutional and isocial icomponent, was controlled by the 

istate and used to idisseminate the ideology that kept the itotalitarian idictatorship in place. To 

achieve this goal, the content idisseminated by the imedia was iwell-istructured in order to 

ipropagate the istate-ideas iparty's and lideology. The igovernment erun and icontrolled all 

element of isocial life in this manner by emobilizing the people to establish the "ISocialist" 

Albania. When referring to the ipress, this included the iwritten press, which was also used to 
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idisseminate collective ipropaganda (Paja, 2015).  As a result, Albania's icommunist iregime, 

which lasted over 50 years, utterly resisted idemocratization. iElite icommunists did not allow 

the establishment of idemocratic ipreconditions because "imaintaining its ipower with 

yideology as an yinstrumental tool to control the imasses" was crucial to them, and "any kind 

of ireform was considered valid as long as it did not ithreaten their ipolitical ipower" (Çullhaj, 

2017, 26). The eisolation of iAlbania, as well as the idevelopment of these harsh ipolicies, had 

a iconsiderable eimpact on the ecountry's fate iafter the 1990s. 

 The O'Donnell and Schmitter's idea are applied in the thesis and helps to support the 

empirical iframework of the investigation. They stress that "the 'transition' is the period 

between one ipolitical isystem and another." "O'Donnell and Schmitter (1991, p. 6) They 

emphasize this specifically "iTransitions are defined, on the one hand, by the ibeginning of the 

process of idismantling an iauthoritarian iregime and, on the other hand, by the establishment 

of some form of idemocracy, the return to some form of iauthoritarian irule, or the emergence 

of a irevolutionary alternative" (O'Donnell and Schmitter, 1991, 6). In order to determine 

where Albania is in this transition, I examined the most crucial events that have affected the 

process's development.  Many young people began to look to the iWest in July 1990. They 

broke ithrough the ibarricade of iforeign iembassies in search of iasylum. This incident appears 

to isignal the ibeginning of the iend of the icommunist era that itransformed iAlbania into a 

itotalitarian idictatorship, and the ibeginning of a inew age: the iperiod of a lengthy and 

unending idemocratic itransition. 

 Albania, located in the iperiphery of Europe, was not only the final icountry to remain 

eloyal to the icommunist iregime (and so became more eisolated than other former icommunist 

icountries), but it was also "the last iEast iEuropean iCommunist idomino to ifall" (Biberaj, 

1999, 64). As had previously occurred in history, Albania was heavily affected by and 

participated in iregional ipolitical imovements. This timeframe and all these years of itransition 
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have determined the ifate of Albania's future and may have been crucial in the creation of imass 

ipsychological itraumas that have in some ways stopped time and have placed Albania in a 

istatus equo situation from which it can neither iretreat nor advance as other idemocratized 

countries have. While attempting to construct a istate, the igovernment, comprised of ipeople 

with little expertise, encountered ichallenges einherited from the previous esystem. Due to the 

pressures of inegative economic conditions, Albania was forced to seek aid from einternational 

einstitutions such as the Monetary Fund, World Bank, and others. Abrahams, the Associate 

JDirector for IHuman IRights IWatch iprogram, who has worked in IAlbania for many years, 

would describe the ieconomic scenario of those years as follows: einflation reduced by 10% 

and the ieconomy rose by 11% in 1993, more than in any other iEuropean nation (Abrahams, 

2015, 115). 

 Efforts were also made during the iDemocratic eParty's tenure in office to restructure 

the court system, set the groundwork for a idemocratic country, and construct necessary 

jinstitutions. It should be emphasized that the persons allocated to certain roles lacked 

jexperience, which was frequently ireflected in the iresponsibilities they performed. Another 

difficulty that Albania faced in the post-1990s was the widely debated question of restoring 

land to previous iowners that had been stolen from them owing to the iCommunist Party's 

icollectivizing practices. For imany years, this subject has been at the heart of arguments 

between ruling and iopposition iparties. The form and manner of icompensation has long been 

a jcause of contention, and it is frequently a prominent topic in ipolitical elections. The 

isituation was exacerbated further by the destruction of private property during the initial years 

of transition, which was unprecedented in any other icommunist country (Biberaj, 1999, 117). 

Despite the ongoing emergence and iresolution of ipolitical icrises, the construction of a 

permanent iconflict iculture, partially einherited but quickly ingrained in Albanian ipolitical 

iheritage, frequently gave the appearance that iAlbania was on the way to idemocratization at 
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times. In terms of the existence of idemocratic icharacteristics during the early years of 

itransition, the country was characterised by fairly iweak institutional performance, non-

professional administration that was readily swayed by ipolitical ipropaganda, and, above all, 

isignificant levels of icorruption. The iscarcity of a kdemocratic eculture, einherited isince the 

eperiod of estate iformation has somehow ialtered the eleaders not to imake edemocratic 

ipolitical edecisions in the enation’s einterest, but mostly emake idecisions edirected on their 

epersonal einterests. This has eprofoundly eimpacted the iprocess of edemocratization by 

epersistently einhibiting it. 

3.1.1 Civic and Political Rights during the First Years of Transition (1990-1997)  

Albania was not only the iregion's last icommunist idomino to fall, but it was also 

iriddled with issues in the ipost-icommunist period, making it much more difficult to overcome 

isubsequent icrises until the 2000s. According to Biberaj (1999, 148), Albania was the least 

equipped of all the iformer jcommunist nations to undertake meaningful ireforms that would 

result in beneficial iconsequences for ipolitical and isocial life. Due to the country's difficult 

economic circumstances and significant ipolitical problems up to 1997, the level of icrime and 

icorruption was high. 

Corruption, as one of the signs of a failing icountry, was highly prevalent, particularly among 

ipublic iadministration employees. What defined them and other ihigh-position holders in that 

era was the embracing iappropriations of iproperty too rapidly, which was also owing to the 

precarious ieconomic icircumstances they found themselves in. In this context, it is 

demonstrated that "many iauthorities and ipoliticians who were role models in 1992 fell victim 

to the igrid and the craze for rapid gains, siphoning off monies designated for ieconomic 

growth" (Biberaj, 1999). Whereas many others were involved in illicit ioperations in an attempt 

to obtain ifinancial ipower, resulting in advantages from iprivileges similar to what had 

happened with their ipredecessors during icommunism, imparting the iconcept and perception 
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among the populace that nothing had changed. Despite frequent pronouncements by 

igovernment ileaders that the battle against icorruption was the major aim, the war was not 

icomprehensive, therefore contributing in some manner to the formation of a iculture of 

jimpunity. 

The rule of law. iCrime has infiltrated isociety so completely that foreign publications 

frequently accused the official machinery of complicity by failing to iprosecute icriminal 

organizations. When a result, "as istreet icrimes like as irobberies, muggings, rapes, 

prostitution, and ismuggling increased, organized icrime's tendrils stretched deep into 

isociety" (Biberaj, 1999, 175). iConstitutional ilaws were developed in 1992 in response to the 

necessity for ilegal adjustments in order to implement icertain ireforms. "IDraft iconstitutions" 

were also idrafted in other ipost-communist nations as a functioning ilegal einstrument to cover 

the ivoids left by ipolitical isystem ichanges. The formation of the iseparation of ipowers – the 

iexecutive, ilegislative, and ijudicial – as one of the most fundamental elements of idemocracy 

was the cornerstone of this document. Despite efforts to improve the regulation of this 

eindependence, "the eproposal reflected a mix of a epresidential and a iparliamentary 

government" (Biberaj, 1999, 175). Many einherited concerns influenced the troubled ilegal 

system, which would come to dominate Albanian society even today. During the icommunist 

era, several ijudges were replaced by newcomers who were not sufficiently prepared. This 

resulted in the formation of a kgap iassociated with several issues in this subject (Biberaj, 1999, 

175). 

Free andiFairiElections.  Albania has long had problems with ielections, whether 

iparliamentary or local. The primary issues have been allegations and counter-accusations 

about ivoting distortions, ifamily voting, ivoting imanipulation, vote stealing, and so on. Only 

the 1992 elections were acknowledged by the opposition in the history of iparliamentary 

elections, while all others were disputed as rigged. The 1996 legislative elections mirrored the 
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context and tradition of ielection idispute, iboycotts, and ielectoral icrises. The 1997 legislative 

ielections will be remembered for being held in a isituation of high itension and linked with 

ianxieties and iterror; yet, foreign observers deemed them acceptable given the conditions at 

the time (Bogdani & Loughlin, 2007, 129). 

It appears that the icommunist irule in Albania, via eharsh measures and control over 

every element of life, not only prevented the formation of a eliberal ielite, but also established 

the ilegitimacy of compliance and indifference that would later on define the icivil esociety. 

 The iscarcity of a kdemocratic eculture, einherited isince the eperiod of estate 

iformation has somehow ialtered the eleaders not to imake edemocratic ipolitical edecisions in 

the enation’s einterest, but mostly emake idecisions edirected on their epersonal einterests. This 

has eprofoundly eimpacted the iprocess of edemocratization by epersistently einhibiting it. 

3.2 ICivic and iPolitical iRights in Albania from 2001 -2022 
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According to reports spanning several iyears, the situation in Albania in terms of icivil iliberties 

and ipolitical irights has remained unaltered over this time. As a consequence, despite being 

towards the end of the third decade following the fall of the icommunist igovernment, Albania 

remains a ipartially ifree icountry. In 2014, Freedom House ilaunched components aimed 

primarily at icivil and ipolitical rights. In reality, this categorisation presented a clear picture 

of the icountry's good accomplishments as well as its stumbles and regressions over the years. 

Albania has been classified as follows: 
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The itable above demonstrates a minor uimprovement in the domain ofe government 

functioning in 2017, although there have been no isubstantial changes overall. In terms of civil 

liberties, the studies highlight several challenges connected to iwomen's rights and organized 

icrime idealing with human trafficking, despite increased attempts to combat them. 

Furthermore, the study highlights idrug emanufacturing and etrafficking as ongoing 

phenomena impeding Albania's road to integration and idemocratization. 

Judicial iSystem and iRule of iLaw have always been idifficult all across the iyears of 

idemocratic transition because "the ijudiciary's e independence has been frequently damaged 

by arbitrary involvement from ipoliticians from both the eruling and iopposition eparties" 

(BTI, 2006, 5). The issues in this arena are diverse and not novel in Albania. They concentrate 

on issues carried over from the early years of itransition, such as icorruption and unfit and 

iunder-etrained ijudges. The iappointment of ijudges is eanother imethod through which 

ipolitical ipressure is used to the ijudicial system. This situation has frequently resulted in 

ideadlocks that have jeopardized the independence of the court. As a result, "the icourt has 

typically failed to ifight ecorruption in the ejudicial system and is commonly believed to be 

epolitical," according to a 2016 report (Freedom House, 2016). 

Government effectiveness, measures perceptions of the iquality of ipublic iservices, the 

icivil iservice and its independence from ipolitical constraints, the iquality of ipolicy creation 

and implementation, and the icredibility of the igovernment's commitment to such ipolicies. 
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Source: Global Economy Index  

 

Albanian idemocracy was put to the ultimate test in 2021, with the icountry's itenth 

imultiparty iparliamentary ielections since icommunism's demise. The incumbent iSocialist 

iParty was re-elected for a ithird term, a record no ipolitical iparty had ipreviously 

accomplished in ipost-communist Albania, maintaining 74 seats in iAlbania's unicameral 

iparliament, the Kuvendi. Nevertheless, much of the ipre- and ipost-election ipublic idiscourse 

was filled with ireciprocal recriminations and divisive ilanguage from the ileaders of the major 

ipolitical iparties and the ipresident, resulting in iepisodes of ipublic intimidation, einjuries, 

and even edeaths eduring the ielectoral icampaigns. The iparliamentary ielections, which were 

based on an updatediElectoral iCode in 2020, had various inovelties, including ielectronic 
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ivoting in icertain ipolling iplaces as part of a itest iproject and ipreferential ivoting on iparty 

ilists. The imodifications made it ipossible for iparty ileaders to run for iparliament in up to 

ifour idistricts at the isame time. This gave them an iunfair iedge over other icandidates, which 

icontradicts the idemocratic iconcept of iequal iopportunity. 

 The ielection's eintegrity was not icompletely intact, as genuine charges of ivote 

ibuying, eintimidation, and eviolence were revealed. On May 6, the Special Prosecution Office 

against eOrganized eCrime and eCorruption (SPAK) announced the opening of 35 ecriminal 

eprocedures, the emajority of which included ivote ibuying. The iopposition iDemocratic iParty 

formed a iteam entitled "iProtect the iVote" to icombat ivote ibuying iduring the ielection, 

however this was viewed as a iparamilitary ioperation and iprobably iunlawful because 

iparallel einstitutions to the epolice and earmy are outlawed by eAlbanian elaw. However, it 

points to edeeper concerns of epublic skepticism in einstitutions that Albania has yet to provide 

for its inhabitants, namely a eworking iliberal edemocratic isystem in which iAlbanians may 

freely pick their irepresentatives without ibeing ipressured or intimidated.   

 President iIlir iMeta actively icampaigned iagainst the incumbent iSocialist iParty in 

the irun-up to the ilegislative ielections, iurging ivoters to use iviolence if their ivote was 

icompromised.i Following Meta's ioutbursts, the IUS and the IEU iencouraged the icountry's 

itop ipolitical ileaders to "ishow imoderation" and "iclearly ioppose iviolence." The iAlbanian 

ipresident is imostly iceremonial and iwidely seen as iapolitical. However, iMeta went on to 

iopenly iaccuse the iUnited States and the European Union of iassisting Prime Minister and 

iSocialist iParty iChairman iEdi iRama in iseizing icontrol of the istate and the ijudicial 

isystem. In irecent iyears, and iparticularly iduring 2021, ifactions within the iSocialist 

iMovement for iIntegration (LSI, ifounded by iMeta in 2004) and the iDemocratic iParty have 

eincreased their eharsh erhetoric etoward the United States and the European Union, eclaiming 

that ethey are meddling in eAlbania's esovereignty and einternal eaffairs.  
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 This anti-US and anti-EU irhetoric istems from isignificant ipolitical and ifinancial 

iforeign einvestment in ivarious inew ilaw-ienforcement ibodies and the ivetting iprocess of 

the ijustice isystem, which has iraised ehigh iexpectations for einvestigations into iabuse of 

ipower and icorruption by icurrent and iformer ipublic iofficials. The ISocialist IParty 

reportedly stole a Kdatabase Icontaining Isensitive Ipersonal Idata of 910,000 Ipersons from 

Ie-Albania, (a Igovernment Iplatform for the Idelivery of Ipublic Iservices). The ISocialist 

IParty first Idisputed the Iexistence of the Idatabase, but IPM IRama Ieventually Iadmitted that 

his Iparty has kept an Einternal Idatabase since 2009 by Icollecting Einformation from Idoor 

to Idoor in a Tso-called Ipatronage Isystem. Although no Einquiry into this "Esystem of 

Epatronage," or more Ebroadly into how Epolitical Eparties Eget and Euse Eindividuals' 

Epersonal Edata, was ilaunched.        

 National igovernance in iAlbania is idemocratic, yet it is icontrolled by iclientelistic 

iparty ipolitics. iElections are ioften icompetitive, but they are iregularly iplagued by ivoting 

ifraud, imanipulation, and other iflaws. The icivic isector iparticipates in ipublic idiscourse and 

einterests to some lextent, lalthough it lsuffers from ilimited lresources and is not leffectively 

involved in lpolicy idiscussions as required by llaw. Although the imedia is partially 

iautonomous and provides some iexamination of ipublic officials, most ioutlet iowners utilize 

their iplatforms to linfluence the igovernment and ipolitical parties. Local iself-government is 

idemocratic, yet it is severely underfunded and incapable of iproviding necessary iservices to 

inhabitants. The ijudiciary is now iunder ivetting until the end of 2024 and therefore only 

ipartially ifunctioning; since the ivetting iprocess began, there has been a lot of ihype that the 

ijudicial isystem will be more ieffective and rindependent, but it has yet to show ireal signs of 

working ifreely. iCorruption is ipervasive and icreates idysfunction in several areas of 

igovernment, despite the fact that new ilaw-ienforcement iagencies founded since 2019 have 

shown ipromising isuccesses in tackling icorruption and iorganized icrime. 
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3.3 Political Trust as an Indicator of Democracy Approval 

 

Political trust is a very important indicator which synthesizes the positive perception of the 

actions of individuals and organizations. It can also be seen as a subjective phenomenon that 

shapes behaviours. Trust in the government may be established as the trust among the citizens 

that the government acts in the fairest possible way (Easton, 1965). Various reports based on 

actual studies related to the behaviours of Albanians towards the public institutions repeatedly 

testify that a logical basis instills a lack of trust in governmental institutions.  

This fact is reported by the BTI (2003), which specifies that the efficiency of democratic 

institutions often is negatively influenced by interferences and influences exerted by the 

political actors. Under these conditions, these institutions often fail to protect and preserve their 

bias. Various problems have been noticed that seem to have influenced the loss of trust of the 

citizens towards the institutions.  

The results that are found among the platforms of the political parties which seem more 

oriented towards certain personalities and interests than towards clear ideas and visions. 

Despite the repeated disappointments that the domestic political class has caused during the 

transition years, it seems that the Albanians are willing to embrace democracy. This is 

demonstrated by various polls. “The European Social Survey” conducted in 2012 shows that 

per cent of Albanians found it important to live in a democratically governed country, which 

was the highest share among 28 European countries and exceeded the unweighted average of 

12 postcommunist countries by nine percentage points (BTI, 2018). 

 

The process of decisionmaking, which often has resulted oriented by the interest more than by 

well-defined objectives to reach good governance, has shaped a half-democracy and a 

continuous political bloc that periodically reverses the process of European integration and 
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steady development. This condition has produced a low level of public trust, mainly in the 

Albanian governmental institutions, which are perceived as less trustworthy than international 

institutions like NATO and the EU, which inspire confidence. The results are specified in these 

parameters and in the report drafted by the Institute for Democracy and Mediation (2020), 

which, through questionnaires, reached some conclusions related to aspects of civic 

engagement and participation as well as political trust in Albanian public institutions, which 

ask “citizens to rate their level of trust towards a number of Public Institutions at the central 

and local level as well as towards other important actors (Media, Civil Society etc)” (Lame & 

Pepa, 2020, 13-15). The authors also explain that: 

- 2020 data show that the most trusted institutions in Albania are NATO and EU, which enjoy 

74% and 72% of public trust, respectively (% of surveyed citizens expressing “I have great 

trust” or “Basically I trust”). In the midst of low trust levels in other institutions, Religious 

Institutions enjoy the third highest trust rating. More than one in every two Albanians (52%) 

state that they trust religious institutions; 15% do not have any opinion. Roughly one in three 

Albanians surveyed trusts the Government; the Government (34%) appears to enjoy greater 

trust than the Parliament (22%). 

 

Chapter 4: Findings and Data Analysis  

 

I assume that political cultural support can either contribute negatively or favorably to the 

democratization process. The purpose of this thesis is to underline the significance of an 

inherently supportive political framework, in encouraging the process of democratization. 

Therefore, the thesis's core premise is based on the notion that if a society reflects a democratic 

political culture, the likelihood of creating a consolidated democracy it will be significant. 
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Many kindicators are yused to icollect data on the level and icauses of idemocracy. The 

following icharacteristics of idemocratic ipolitical iculture are ianalyzed and icompared: 

- The ilevel of kinterest about kpolitical jissues between icitizens  

- Engagement of the civil society  

- IMeasuring icitizens’ iperception of ihow the icountry is igoverned  

- ICitizens iconcrete ibehavior iwhich ishows utheir jcommitment to ithe ipolitical 

kissues  

- JCitizens ipolitical ltrust in the klegitimacy of the ainstitutions.  

I used online survey with the Albanian citizens to find out the level of citzens engagement 

in politics and their trust on institution. Transparency and civic engagement are critical 

instruments for ideveloping effective igovernance. Both contribute to provide the 

circumstances for citizens to understand and assess the choices made on their behalf by the 

igovernment, as well as to guarantee that their iown ineeds and perspectives are included in the 

edecision-making process. eTransparency and engagement can assist to eliminate icorruption 

and egovernment misbehavior. They are also more beneficial instruments since they contribute 

to the creation of situations conducive to eincreased trust. Finally, they assist egovernments in 

drawing on eindividuals' skills and expertise to allow improved edecision making and delivery 

of more ieffective ipublic eservices. 

My plausible explantion is that Albanian citizens do not have a high participation on the 

decision-making and in politics due to the lower trust in their government and this is an 

inherited syndrome which it has its roots in the political culture of Albania.  There is a relation 

between the Albanian’s political culture and citizens participation that affect their lower trust 

on government. Then due to lower level in political trust they seem to avoid their participation 
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on politics.  Through conducting this survey, I want to measure if there is any correlation 

between: 

• Political trust and interest of citizens to engage in politics. 

4.1 The main indicators used on survey for the “Engagement”  

 

i. IKnowledge and jinterest; How well eindividuals believe they understand ipolitics 

and ipolitical institutions, as well as their ilevel of einterest in the eissues/einstitutions. 

ii. IEngagement and iparticipation; The degree to which icitizens wengage in a wide 

irange of ipolitical and ecivic iactivities/einitiatives. 

iii. iEfficacy and isatisfaction; The iextent to which eindividuals think that ipolitical 

iparticipation may ibring change, as well as their level of isatisfaction with ipolitical 

einstitutions. 

iv. Citizens' perceptions regarding iparliament iperformance, MP iaccountability, 

ipolitical iparty ifunding, and ivoter involvement. 

 

Part I:  Demographics 
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There were 47% male and 53%female. The distribution of survey was as follow; 64% urban 

and 36% rural.  

Part II  

• iLow iInterest in iPolitics  

According to the data, ihalf of the isurvey iparticipants have elittle interest in epolitics, which 

allows epoliticians to make ewhatever edecisions they want. Every esecond eparticipant feels 

they have no capacity to einfluence idecision-imaking at the elocal ilevel, while itwo out of 

ithree tbelieve the isame at the inational level. Part of the eproblem is that erespondents 

eassociate ipolitics solely with ' ipolitical iparty ipolitics,' which are seen inegatively and 

defined as ' iconflictual' and ' ifocused on ipersonal rather than icitizens' einterests'. And, given 

that barely one in every efive eparticipants ibelieves that one may iengage in epolitics without 

being a emember of a epolitical eparty (21.9 percent), this ieffectively iexcludes ecitizens from 

ipolitical iparticipation. 

33%

30%

25%

12%

Age 

18-30

31-45

46-60

61-75

Over 76

23%

44%

33%

Education

Up to Elementary High School

Higher Education
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Lack of Icivic Iparticipation is a feature of Ipost-communist Icountries and, more broadly, 

Ipost-Iauthoritarian Istates Ibecause they Ishare Isome Icommon Ielements that Icontribute to 

this Ilack of Iparticipation, such as: Ipeople do not Ibelieve that their Ibehavior or Iopposition 

to Icertain Ipolicies will result in a Kchange in Igovernment Ipolicies, they Ifear the 

Iconsequences that may follow because they are not "Ifree Isubjects," and Ipeople do not Itrust 

Icivil Isociety Ibecause they Ibelieve that it is Icorrupted and it dosn’t represent their interest. 

iAcademicians believe that ithere is a link ibetween inations that ihave iexperienced 

igovernment ipersecution for a tlong itime and have comparable ibehavior based on their 

istudies of ipolitical iculture at various iacademic ifocus igroups and idiscussions. 

•  iPolitical iEngagement 

iParticipants iwere ireadier and imore iwilling to itake iactions if ithey ifelt istrongly about 

an eissue, ewhere an eincrease in iengagement is eseen, particularly, in formal iways of 

iparticipation such as ‘itaking an iactive ipart in a icivic icampaign or iprotest’, ‘iseeking 

einformation from estate eorgans’ or ‘iparticipating in a rmeeting of the ilocal icouncil’. The 
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imajority of iparticipants (80.9 percent) would be iwilling to iengage for ipersonal 

ireasons/ibenefits, to help ifamily and ifriends (87.5 percent), or to ipursue an einterest ishared 

with other ipeople or their icommunity (82.3 percent). Only 45.9 percent of iparticipants said 

theyiwould be iwilling to iengage for a rcause they ibelieve in but that does not idirectly iaffect 

them. 

During the last itwo idecades, the iAlbanian ipeople have itypically iparticipated in iprotests 

that were idirectly related to them, such as a iperceived ithreat to one's life in the icase of 

ichemical iweapons idemontation in iAlbania or a kconcern for imoney in the icase of the 

igovernment raising etaxes on a specific icategory. 

• IEfficacy and ISatisfaction 

More over one in every two iparticipants (58.7 percent) felt they had no einfluence at all in 

idecision imaking in their ilocal iregion, and more ithan two in every three felt the same way 

iabout the icountry as a iwhole. 

• IPerception iabout ithe IParliament and IElected IRepresentatives 

iConcerning the makeup of the iAlbanian iparliament, nearly two out of three iparticipants 

(65.4 percent) idisagree that the iAlbanian iParliament is imade up of irecognized imembers of 

isociety who ioperate iethically, or that it has a ifair irepresentation of all parts of isociety 

(almost 60 percent ). Every second iparticipant (53 percent) idisagrees that the iAlbanian 

iParliament ioperates in a itransparent imanner. 

4.2 Main Findings  

 

- Albanians are dissatisfied with the iwork of igoverning einstitutions and iopposition 

parties, with itwo-thirds expressing idissatisfaction.  
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- IAccess to ipublic einformation is vital to more than itwo-thirds of erespondents.  

- Citizens demand to know who supports ipolitical iparties' and ipoliticians' ielectoral 

icampaigns, and how those ifunds are used. 

- Citizens believe that icivic iprojects offer more options for involvement than ipolitical 

iparties. Albanians are more willing to take action on topics that are important to them. 

- iUndecided ivoters or those who are iunlikely to vote (52 percent of the sample) ethink 

they are not irepresented by ipolitical iparties, while 27 percent believe iparties will not 

deliver on their ecampaign ipromises. 

 

 

◼ iPolitical “Ihybridity” 

For the past ithree idecades, iAlbania has had no iactual eideological iaffiliation of ipolitical 

iparties, einstead iopting for "ehybrid" iparties that ipick and ichoose which stream is more 

expedient for a specific problem. Simultaneously, they have utilized the ileft-right iargument 

as an ielectoral einstrument to iprotect the istatus iquo via a tailor-made ielection istatute. 

Instead of "ihybrid" ipolitical iparties, the icountry irequires iestablished iparties, as well as 

irespect for the irule of ilaw, ipolitical imorality, itransparency in igovernment and iopposition, 

idemocracy, and einternal irotation. In ipolitics, the ihybrid iapproach irepresents the extremely 

icomplex character of isociety and the ipeople. Individuals iexperience a range of irealities, and 

their eideological iattitudes change throughout time as a result of eindividual, efamilial, 

isocietal, and ienvironmental ivariables. However, any iparty in ipower is required under the 

iconstitution to be devoted to ijustice and fair opportunity for iall. iAlbanian inational 

igovernance professes to be idemocratic, but is icontrolled by iclientelistic iparty ipolitics. 

Elections are ioften icompetitive, but they are iregularly imarred by ivote "ibuying," 
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imanipulation, ivoter ifraud, and other flaws. The icivic sector is engaged in ipublic idebate 

and einterests, but it is not well represented in ipolicy dialogues. 

4.3 Instrument Design and Ethical Deliberations   

I utilized straightforward and plain language, avoided difficult words, and kept the 

questions brief but thorough. In order to avoid misinterpretation of the questions' idea. I used 

one open-ended question to allow people to express themselves freely, and then I coded their 

responses. Then I largely used closed-ended questions to generate clean data for analysis by 

classifying their responses. In circumstances where there were not enough possibilities, I 

utilized partly ended questions where respondents may add their own. I did include the rating 

scales to evaluate the level of political trust on Albania citizens.  

Sample and Sampling  

The sample of this study includes all the Albanian people as well as experts and governmental 

authorities of Albanian. My Sampling includes only 100 Albanian citizens, I used the 

snowballing method to reach also Albanian officials, and taking into account also their answers 

like citizens of this country.  

Sampling strategy: I use my online platforms connection to reach Albanian citizens. I shared 

the survey link with them, which means they were randomly selected.  I did not employ any 

stratification or categorization. I intended to choose them at random in order to discover distinct 

characteristics, so that I could link the sample to my research question. 

Bias: There was a small number of people selected from the entire population, which does not 

proportionally represent the population and the study is limited.  

Ethical Deliberations  
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I reminded responders of the importance of knowing why the study is being undertaken 

and what it entails. I told them to read the following material slowly and to contact me if 

anything is unclear. I assure them that their privacy and sensitive data will be respected, and 

that the information will only be used for research reasons. I did respect their confidentiality 

and their right to choose whether or not to participate. 

 

Conclusions  

I  

"iEverything is icultural," and hence iculture iconstructs, ichallenges, and ireproduces 

isocial iorder (Michel Foucault 1978). In this icontext, if ipeople ithink that by iworking 

together, they can act as "ifree isubjects" without ifear, and that ithey can ialter iunpleasant 

isituations and ipolicies, the eimpact on igovernment ipolicies will undoubtedly exist, 

iregardless of the iextent to which this einfluence exists. Albanian citizens do not have a high 

participation on the decision-making and in politics due to the lower trust in their government. 

There is a relation between the Albanian’s political culture that affect their lower trust on 

government. Then due to lower level in political trust they seem to avoid their participation on 

politics.            

 Lack of Icivic Iparticipation is a feature of Ipost-communist Icountries and, more 

broadly, Ipost-Iauthoritarian Istates Ibecause they Ishare Isome Icommon Ielements that 

Icontribute to this Ilack of Iparticipation, such as: Ipeople do not Ibelieve that their Ibehavior 

or Iopposition to Icertain Ipolicies will result in a Kchange in Igovernment Ipolicies, they Ifear 

the Iconsequences that may follow because they are not "Ifree Isubjects," and Ipeople do not 

Itrust Icivil Isociety Ibecause they Ibelieve that it is Icorrupted and it dosn’t represent their 

interest. iAcademicians believe that ithere is a link ibetween inations that ihave iexperienced 
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igovernment ipersecution for a tlong itime and have comparable ibehavior based on their 

istudies of ipolitical iculture at various iacademic ifocus igroups and idiscussions. 

Transparency and civic engagement are critical instruments for ideveloping effective 

igovernance. Both contribute to provide the circumstances for citizens to understand and assess 

the choices made on their behalf by the igovernment, as well as to guarantee that their iown 

ineeds and perspectives are included in the edecision-making process. eTransparency and 

engagement can assist to eliminate icorruption and egovernment misbehavior. They are also 

more beneficial instruments since they contribute to the creation of situations conducive to 

eincreased trust. Finally, they assist egovernments in drawing on eindividuals' skills and 

expertise to allow improved edecision making and delivery of more ieffective ipublic eservices. 

The iprocess of idemocracy is critical for a country since it develops, activates, and 

make society to participate in the public sphere. In a synergistic connection between istate and 

icitizens, a kdemocratized government protects irights and ishares responsibilities. The imore 

this trend progresses, the less authoritative a jsociety becomes. If we wish to differentiate the 

amount of idevelopment of a certain society, we must look at the ilevel of idemocratization that 

isociety has ibeen able to achieve. 

From the study done I could find out the enormous impact of political culture and the 

decisions of political leaders towards democratization. The lower trust of people in their 

governmental institutions is a “red alarm” for the future of Albanian democracy. Although the 

research done over the last years of transitions, shows that there is a slow positive progress on 

the fields of judicial system, rule of law and governance effectiveness the lower level of citizens 

in the engagement and interest on politics could be a threat for democracy. The sovereignty 

belongs to the people, if the people do not have trust in their government and refuse to hold the 

government accountable then the democracy of Albania would be under threat. There exist a 
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strong icausal correlation ibetween ipolitical icultureidemocratization process. From the 

creation of the state till today, the most influential ipolitical players in Albania have been more 

concerned with their own interests than with collective goals relating to the icountry's 

idemocracy. 

IPolitical Iculture and Ipolitical Iactors are inextricably linked, and as long as Ipolitical 

Iculture influences Ipolitical Iactors' belief systems, attitudes, and behaviours, the effect of it 

would be unavoidable even directly or indirectly linked with outcome of regime. 
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